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Abstract: Antenna arrays are prominently used in satellites, 

radars mobile and wireless communication systems. Design of an 
antenna array with minimum side projections is the crucial 
component for noise free communications. There are various 
nature inspired optimization method have been suggested to 
optimize the peak side projections. To overcome low solution 
accuracy and low convergence rate, we are using newly developed 
Cauchy mutated invasive and optimization (CMIWO) to minimize 
the peak side projection levels in the radiation pattern. CMIWO is 
adapted to reduce the amplitude of the each antenna element. We 
have used 24, 32, and 64 element linear array of antenna for the 
synthesis. Based on the results the CMIWO produces suggestive 
reduction in peak side projections when contrasted with other 
array of antennas. 

 
Index Terms: Antenna array, peak side lobe level, Cauchy 

mutation, Invasive weed optimization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In wireless communication, satellite, mobile and radar 
communication, antenna arrays are used. Best signal quality. 
Best signal quality, and spectrum efficiency while improving 
directionality are provided by the antenna arrays. The 
effectiveness of antenna arrays can be decided by antenna 
arrays. For obtaining high directionality systems with narrow 
first null beam width (FNBW) are used. High directivity 
antennas are essential to maintain the nulls in the desired 
direction. A directionality of high and low side lobe levels 
should be required for the antennas to minimize intervention 
with other systems which are working with a frequency 
range.  As the arrays with narrow beam width cannot give low 
side lobe levels, the Beam width and the low side lobe 
levels contradict each other. So without lowering either of the 
parameter the performance of the antenna cannot be 
enhanced. An antenna array with side lobe levels which are 
low can be designed by allotting fixed beam width and 
allotting zeros in the directions which is not desired.  
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According to the antenna array model, the spacing of 
elements of antenna, amplitude, and phase of the individual 
elements, the radiation pattern of the antenna array is 
described. To get the appropriate radiation pattern, over the 
past five decades, the work on synthesis of the antenna has 
been prominent. Optimization methods for each element have 
been studied in the literature survey by varying the input 
parameters. Various Optimization algorithms have been 
inspired from nature. For example, the genetic 
algorithm, particle swarm Optimization (PSO), ant colony 
Optimization. For the sketch and Optimization of the antenna 
arrays, these algorithms were successfully used. For the 
production of antenna arrays, Invasive Weed Optimization 
(IWO) method is used in present paper. IWO is a superior 
computational strategy introduced by Caros Lucas. 
For different Optimization problems in different areas, it has 
been successfully implemented. But, this the first time IWO is 
implemented in electro-magnetic applications. For reducing 
the distance between the linear antenna array elements, 
generate radiation pattern with low side projections and 
appropriate ways, this method is used.   

II. LINEAR ANTENNA ARRAY 

2N element Linear antenna array is positioned uniformly 
along as shown in the below figure. 
 

 
Figure 1: antenna array is placed uniformly with 2N elements 

In azimuth plane, the array factor is given by 
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Here θ is the azimuth angle, d/λ= half the distance between 
elements which is distributed by amplitude, phase and 
wavelength of element n. 

 
Where = Excitation amplitude, = phase of element n. 

III. INVASIVE WEED OPTIMIZATION 

The Invasive Weed Optimization is motivated from the 
expansion of invasive weeds in nature based on botany and 
weed ecology.  Using the invasive weed technique, it is 
proved that a powerful optimization can be obtained. In 
nature, by means of dispersal, weeds invade the spaces 
between crops in the fields. Those weeds turn into flowering 
plants and contribute seeds and this cycle continues. Thus, the 
weeds adapt to the environment and grow faster with better 
fitness in the field. In this way most of the field is occupied by 
the invasion of weeds. The new created weeds square 
measures indiscriminately adjoin the sector and grow to 
flowering weeds. Until the weeds reach the greatest number 
the process continues. Now, the weeds having more fitness 
will remain and turn out different weeds. The competition 
over those weeds will cause them to develop into more 
tailored and upgraded over time. The key terms described in 
the algorithm and elaborated in Table 1. Each respective 
agent, in the colony having the value of optimization variable 
is known as seed. In the colony all seeds grow into a flowering 
plant. Each plant is an individual agent after appraising one’s 

performance. To grow a seed into a plant the agent’s fitness is 
to be evaluated. The simulation of colonizing behavior of the 
seeds involves the following steps which are represented in 
the flow chart and discussed. 

 
Figure 3: Flowchart showing the IWO algorithm 

 

 
 
 

Agent/Seed Value of optimized variable. 

Fitness The value which decides the strength of 
the seed. 

Plant An operator after estimating fitness 
value. 

Colony Group of complete operators of seeds 

Count of all plants The count of plants present in the group. 

Highest number of plants Highest number of plants which can yield 
new seeds in the group. 

 
Table 1: Key terms used in IWO 

Step 1: Maximum and minimum are assigned from the N 
dimensional solution space after selecting the parameters that 
are to be optimized. 
Step 2: Finite number of seats are spread over so that each 
seed can take random position solution space. Each seed 
position in solution space is a basic solution with N values for 
N variables that are to be optimized. 
Step 3: To represent the solution return values for each seed, a 
fitness function is defined. 
Step 4: Flowering plants will be ranked according to the 
assigned fitness values before they produce new plants. Then 
with in the colony every flowering plant is made to provide 
seeds counting their rank. The amount of seeds that a plant 
delivers depends on the ranking and fitness value. And they 
will increase minimum attainable seed production to its 
highest. The seed which responds better are better fitting to 
the colony and accordingly yield more seeds. This step adds 
aspect to the algorithm by permitting all the plants to engage 
in production. This step adds a significant ability to the 
calculation by permitting all the plants to take part in the 
generation. 
Step 5:  All created seeds are spread over the arrangement 
space with the assistance of unarranged numbers with mean 
equivalent to the place of created plants and the standard 
deviation is expressed as 

 
Where itermax  is maximum no of iterations and σinitial,σfinal are 
standard deviations respectively and n is the modulation 
index. As number of iterations increases the standard 
deviation value decreases gradually around the local minima 
or local maxima to solve the finest solution. 
Step6: As the past seeds discover their situation in such zone 
new seed started to grow and are positioned together with 
their parents. Plants with lower rank are eliminated with to 
arrive at greatest number of plants ( Pmax) 
Step7: The plants that endure that produce new seeds 
dependent on the ranking. The procedure repeated till either 
most extreme emphases are come to of wellness criteria is 
met. 
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Table2   Antenna Parameters 

 

IV. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 

This fundamental point of enhancing is to get low side 
projection level in the radiation pattern by putting the 
components in various situations in the linear antenna array. 
To limit the side projection level, the target work is created as 

Fitness=max(20log  )
 

ᶿ ԑ side lobe region.         (6) 

V. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS 

Three linear array configurations are considered A 24, 32 
and 64 element linear antenna array is considered. Amplitude 
excitations are optimized by CMIWO to suppress PSLL. 

Example 1: The main model delineates the side 
projection level for a24-component straight receiving wire 

exhibit in the region θ= [0º,85.2º] and θ=[94.8º,180º]. The 
acquired exhibit example utilizing the IWO enhancement is 
appeared in fig 4 alongside the uniform illuminated straight 
receiving wire array pattern. It is observed that there is an 
improvement in the lessening of the side projection level 
utilizing the IWO when contrasted with that of the respective 
optimized amplitude excitation estimations of the individual 
receiving wire components are appeared in the fig 1The 
transformative procedure for 24-component direct reception 
apparatus cluster by utilizing CMIWO is shown in fig 4. 

 
Figure 4: Examination between Radiation Pattern of  24 
component direct radio wire exhibit utilizing CMIWO 

and Uniformly excited array 

 
Figure 5: Amplitude level of 24 component direct radio 

wire cluster using CMIWO 
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Figure 6: Union pattern of 24 component direct radio 

wire cluster using CMIWO. 
Example 2: 
The primary model shows the side projection level for a 32 
component direct receiving wire in the region ϴ=     ,  .    ] 
and ϴ=   .    ,      ] . The got cluster utilizing the IWO 
activity is appear in fig 7 alongside the uniform lit up straight 
exhibit design. It is found that in comparison with the standard 
illuminated linear antenna array pattern, there is an increase in 
suppression of the side projection rate using the IWO. The 
respective optimized sufficiency excitation esteems for the 
individual radio wire components are depicted in fig 1.The 
corresponding optimized excitation amplitude values are 
shown for the individual antenna elements in fig 1.The 
developmental procedure for the 32-component straight 
reception apparatus exhibit by utilizing CMIWO is appeared 
in fig7. 

 
Figure 7: Comparison between Radiation Pattern of 

32-component direct radio wire exhibit using CMIWO 
and uniformly excited array. 

 
Figure 8: Amplitude levels of 32 component direct radio 

wire exhibit using CMIWO. 

 
Figure 9: union pattern of 32 component direct radio wire 

exhibit using CMIWO 
Example 3:  
The first example indicates the side projection level for a 32 
component direct receiving wire in the region ϴ=    ,88.2  ] 
and ϴ=   .    ,180  ]. The resultant direct receiving wire using 
the IWO optimization is shown in fig 10 together with 
uniform linear antenna array pattern. Using IWO, it is 
identified that there is an enhancement in the reduction of side 
projection level when analyze to the uniform linear antenna 
array pattern. The resultant optimized amplitude excited 
values for each of the antenna elements are shown in fig1. The 
developmental procedure for the 64-component straight 
receiving wire cluster by utilizing CMIWO is appeared in fig 
10. 

 
Figure 10: Comparison between Radiation Pattern of 64 
component direct radio wire exhibit using CMIWO and 

uniformly excited array 

 
Figure 11: Amplitude levels of 64 component direct radio 

wire exhibit using CMIWO 
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 oto 

 
 

 
Figure 12: Convergence pattern of 64-element linear 

antenna array using CMIWO 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this article, we proposed to synthesize direct receiving 
wire with minimum side projection levels a newly developed 
CMIWO. CMIWO is used to optimize the antenna elements 
amplitude excitations. A linear antenna array of 24, 32 and 64 
were considered. The results obtained showed that CMIWO 
produces a significant decrease in level of the peak side lobe. 
A reduction of 52.04 dB is achieved for the 24 element linear 
antenna array by contrasting it with the uniformly illuminated 
linear antenna array. For the 32 linear arrays, CMIWO 
generates 47.17 dB while generating -13.23 dB with a 
standard illuminated array. A reduction of 42.99 dB is 
achieved for the 64 element direct receiving wire by 
contrasting it with the uniformly illuminated direct receiving 
wire. It very well may be closed from these outcomes that 
CMIWO gives great exactness of the arrangement and low 
union rate. 
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